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Title of Dissertation:  An assessment of development opportunities of ship 
    recycling facilities based on the shipbuilding yards’ 
    infrastructures in Vietnam.   
Degree:    MSc 
The ship recycling industry causes negative effects on environment and workers’ 
health. However, ships can be recycled in an environmentally friendly and safe manner 
in standardized facilities. Vietnam’s ship recycling industry is poor and small, but 
Vietnam has a large capacity in the shipbuilding industry, which is provided with 
advanced infrastructures. Considering the fact that, Vietnam’s shipbuilding yards have 
been in a difficult period due to the shortage of new orders, their infrastructures could 
be used to develop the ship recycling industry. From the demand of shipbuilders, the 
Vietnamese Government has adopted the strategic plan to develop this industry based 
on shipbuilding facilities. This dissertation takes the main ideology of the plan to 
assess the development opportunities of this industry in Vietnam including legal 
framework, shipbuilding infrastructures, scrapped steel demands, and economic 
aspects. Besides that, a case study of Pha Rung shipbuilding yard is used to establish 
a ship recycling process, which is a combined method of alongside and dry-dock. The 
findings underline that Vietnam has strong points to practice ship recycling industry 
taking advantages of good shipbuilding’s infrastructures and surplus labour workforce. 
The high demand of scrapped steels of Vietnam’ steel production industry is also an 
incentive to develop ship recycling industry.  The weaknesses are insufficient legal 
framework on ship recycling facilities, lack of equipment for handling hazardous 
wastes, and not much experiences in practicing ship recycling.  The finding has been 
identified from the case study is that the ship recycling activity is more beneficial than 
the shipbuilding in the same period of time.  
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1. CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.1.  Background 
Ship recycling is the final stage of a ship’s life-span, in which all valuable items and 
materials are recovered, reused or recycled.  Similar to any other recycling industries, 
ship recycling can be considered as the most environmentally friendly option for end-
of-life stage of the ship. 95-98% of the total weight of ship’s materials and equipment 
can be recycled or reused (Gunbeyaz, Kurt, & Turan, 2018). Each year, more than 
1000 international commercial ships are recycled globally, and most of them are 
scrapped in India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Turkey, and China (UNCTAD, 2018). About 
80 % of the world’s ship tonnage are recycled in the South Asia region, including 
Alang in India, Chitagong in Bangladesh and Gadani in Pakistan. This industry not 
only contributes greatly to the national economy of these countries, but also create jobs 
for local workers. For instance, the economy of Bangladesh annually received 
approximately 53.3 billion Taka (USD$770 millions), which contributed 5 billion 
Taka (USD$68 million) to national budget paid through income taxes in 2015. 
(Ahammad & Sujauddin, 2017). This industry also created jobs for about 40,000 
workers in 2015 (Gunbeyaz1, Kurt1 & Baumler, 2019). The beaching method is still 
commonly used by these countries to break ships. It entails grounding the ships on an 
intertidal mudflat during high tide. However, this method poses high risks to the local 
environment and human health, leading to a high number of injuries, fatalities and 
work related illnesses of workers working in this field (Kurt, 2013). Therefore, 
working conditions and the environmental impact of the ship recycling process are 
under scrutiny and have been a significant concern for the International Community 
(Bellefontaine, Olcer, Hildebrand, 2013).  
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted International Convention for 
the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ship (Hong Kong Convention), 
which sets a compulsory regulatory framework to the parties involved in the ship 
recycling process.  Despite that fact that the Convention has not yet entered into force, 
important improvements have already taken place in the majority of the ship breaking 
countries in order to meet the convention’s benchmarks (Kagkarakis et al, 2016). For 
example, by the end of 2017, there were 120 recycling yards in Alang had obtained 
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Statements of Compliance with HKC from IACS classification societies. These yards 
are on the list of verified ship recycling facilities of NK-class (Du et al, 2017). In 
addition, Europe Ship Recycling Regulation entered into force in December 2013. It 
applies to ships with the Gross Tonnage of 500GT and above, flying an EU member 
state can only be recycled at a facility on the EU list. Such facilities are required to 
meet design, construction and operational requirements of the EU and can be located 
outside of the EU (MARPROF, 2019). The more stringent EU’s regulation on ship 
recycling facilities might represent an opportunity for several countries to partake in 
this industry by fulfilling the requirements of the HKC and SRR. (Ocampo & Pereira, 
2019).  
Vietnam is a coastal country located in the Asia Pacific region. With a long coastline 
of 3200km and Exclusive Economic Zone is more than 1 million km2 wide, Vietnam 
has many advantages to develop shipping industry including shipbuilding, ship 
repairing, and ship recycling (OECD, 2008). The shipbuilding industry was one of the 
major industries of Vietnam, which brough positive effects to the country’s economy. 
In the period of 2007-2008, Vietnam's shipbuilding industry ranked fourth in the world 
only after developed countries such as Japan, South Korea and China (Norad, 2010). 
The shipbuilding industry created significant number of jobs and greatly contributed 
to the national budget. In this booming period, plenty of new shipbuilding facilities 
including State owned yards and private shipyards were built all over the country. The 
State owned yards were invested with high standard facilities such as Pha Rung 
shipyard, Nam Trieu shipbuilding company, and Hyundai Vinashin with shipbuilding 
capacities up to 150.000 DWT (Norad, 2010). These shipyards have been verified by 
Recognized Organizations, such as NK Class, BV, and ABS Class.  
 The global financial and economic crisis began at the end of 2008 and dramatically 
affected the global shipping industry, especially the shipbuilding sector due to the 
decline in newbuilding demands (Kalgora & Christian, 2016). Vietnam’s shipbuilding 
industry also suffered seriously from the crisis. Many shipyards reported underutilized 
production capacity as evidenced by a large loss of productivity and thousands of 
layoffs. However, Vietnam still has 120 shipbuilding facilities are located spreading 
the country (Vinamarine,2015). Some shipyards had to reduce their scale to build their 
domestic vessels, while the large shipyards, which are owned by the State, have been 
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operating perfunctory or have switched to ship repair. The infrastructures and 
equipment which served for new shipbuilding activities have degraded over time due 
to the lack of maintenance and frequent operation. Such a huge waste of infrastructures 
has become an issue for Vietnam’s ship building industry.  
The Vietnamese government has taken strategic measures to effectively use the 
existing shipbuilding infrastructure. One solution was determined by the government 
is to develop the ship recycling industry based on the idle shipyard's infrastructures. 
This is specified in two official documents. The first one is the Decision No. 114/2014 
/ ND-CP of the Government issued on November 26, 2014, providing the conditions 
to allow the import and recycling ships, which came into force 1st January 2015. The 
second one is the Decision No. 3505/2014 QD-BGTVT adopted on 17 September 2014 
by the Ministry of Transport on the development strategy of the ship recycling industry 
in the period from 2020 to 2030 (Vinamarine, 2015). The solution of combining the 
practicing of shipbuilding facilities and ship recycling activities will bring three 
benefits to the country. Firstly, it can take advantage of the use of the existing 
infrastructure and surplus labour workforce with low costs to serve for the ship 
recycling activities. Secondly, if Vietnamese ship recycling can enter the global ship 
recycling market after being approved by the EU, this new operational vocation will 
help the shipbuilding sector to overcome issues, which were mentioned previously. 
Thirdly, the recovered materials of the ship recycling industry will satisfy the demand 
of Vietnam’s steel production industry, and the use of recycled steel would greatly 
reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions from steel production (VAS, 2018). 
Therefore, it is very practical and necessary to develop a ship recycling industry using 
the infrastructures of  the shipbuilding industry in Vietnam.  
1.2. Objectives and research questions 
The dissertation has two main purposes: 
 analyse the potential opportunities for the development of Vietnam's ship 
recycling industry on the basis of using the existing infrastructures of the 
shipbuilding industry. 
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 study a case of a shipbuilding yard to assess the conditions of its 
infrastructures, develop a ship recycling process, and calculate the cost and 
benefit of ship recycling business model. 
In order to achieve the objectives of this study, the following research questions have 
been formulated: 
 What are the opportunities and challenges, strengths and weaknesses of 
Vietnam in order to develop a ship recycling industry? 
 What extra infrastructures are needed for shipyards to fulfil green ship 
recycling activities? 
 Will ship recycling bring more benefits than shipbuilding activities? 
1.3. Limitation 
The absence of academic literatures on the topic of combined business model of 
shipbuilding and ship recycling activities has become the biggest limitation of this 
research, because, shipbuilding and ship recycling businesses are typically operated 
by separate organizations due to the differences in the respective business models. 
Shipyards tend to mix shipbuilding and repairing activities, but have never targeted 
ship recycling as an ongoing business area. For that reason, there are very few studies 
on this economic model, leading to certain research difficulties. On the other hand, the 
purpose of the thesis is to develop a ship recycling industry based on the existing 
conditions of the shipbuilding industry, in which the initial investments of 
infrastructures are difficult to assess. Therefore, calculations of cost benefit analysis 
are based on assumptions and the data are from foreign sources. In addition, the project 
of Vietnamese Government to develop this industry is still only on paper, and not yet 
implemented. There are no ship recycling yards operating yet. This also presents a 
challenge in studying the real ship recycling process for this dissertation. 
1.4. Methodologies 
The methodology is used in this study is combination of quantitative and qualitative 
method. Firstly, the study is conducted by reviewing various documents, papers and 
specialized Books from the library at the World Maritime University (WMU), IMO’s 
documents published on ship recycling, and Vietnamese legal documents. Secondly, 
in order to assess global ship recycling industry, data and statistics from reliable 
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sources such as Clarkson Shipping Intelligent Network, NGO ship breaking Platform 
have been used. Thirdly, the data of Vietnam’s shipbuilding industry was collected 
from various Vietnam Government’s agencies such as Vietnam Maritime 
Administration and Vietnam Register. The data was used for the case study was 
provided by Pha Rung Shipbuilding Company. Finally, to assess the feasibly of the 
model of dual use of shipbuilding and recycling activities, the SWOT analysis and 
Cost Benefit analysis (CBA), and Net Present Value (NPV) have been used.  
1.5. Structure of dissertation  
This dissertation consists of six Chapters 
Chapter I introduces the background of the study, objectives and limitations, and 
methodologies to carry out the research. 
Chapter II assesses the global ship recycling industry to have an overview of the 
current situation of this sector. 
Chapter III assesses the conditions for development opportunities for ship recycling 
industry in Vietnam in respect of legal framework, shipbuilding condition, scrap steel 
demand, and labour workforce. 
Chapter IV applies a SWOT analysis to assess the development opportunities for ship 
recycling industry. 
Chapter V analyses the case study of Pha Rung Shipbuilding company regarding 
infrastructures, ship recycling process, and the economic aspects of the model. 





2. CHAPTER II GLOBAL SHIP RECYCLING 
ASSESSMENT 
2.1. Milestones of global ship recycling history 
The history of the ship recycling industry has witnessed a shift in ship dismantling 
locations through time. Currently, it is mainly operating in developing countries, 
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which have cheap labor costs and high demand for scrapped steel. The industry 
originally began in the highly industrialized nations, such as US, UK and Japan when 
damaged war ships were demolished after World War II (Kagkarakis et al., 2016). 
Afterward, due to more stringent environmental protection laws and labor safety rules, 
the industry moved to Mediterranean nations such as Turkey and Spain. Japan 
remained a major shipbreaker until the early 1990s. The industry began shifting to 
Asian countries in the 1970s; China, South Korea, and Taiwan were the big players in 
this field during that time. By the mid - 1980s, these countries accounted for three-
quarters of the world's ship breaking market share (Stopford, 2009). Although, South 
Korea and China started breaking the first ships in the early 1980s, they promptly 
became the world leading shipbreakers in the mid-1980s. Due to the extension of the 
shipbuilding industry as well as the rise in wages, ship breaking industry declined in 
South Korea in the late 1980s. Taiwan was also not attractive in this activity because 
of the growth in economy and labor costs. Thus, many ship breaking facilities were 
shut by the early 1990s. In contrast, China continued its ship breaking activities despite 
the fact that the industry declined steadily due to government regulations governing 
currencies to buy ships and strict environmental regulations (Jain& Pruyn, 2017). 
In the early 1990s, the industry shifted to the Indian subcontinent after the retreat of 
Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, and the fall of ship recycling business in China.  
Before the 1980s, the ship breaking market was quite small in Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
and India, but it has strongly grown from the 1990s to today. The world’s top five 
countries in the ship recycling industry, since 1993, are India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
Turkey, and China, and the ship recycling industry has significantly contributed to the 
economies in these countries. Ninety-eight percent of end of life ships have been 
recycled in these five nations for the last 20 years (Mikelis, 2013).  The ship recycling 
locations in each of the five major nations are concentrated in specific areas. India's 
recycling locations are situated in Alang in Gujarat state on the west coast, while 
locations in Pakistan are mostly adjacent to Karachi City in Gadani Beach. The 
recycling locations in Bangladesh are on the Sitakunda coas 18 km north of Chittagong 
Harbor. Turkey's recycling locations are found in Aliaga, a city on the Aegean Sea, 
about 60 km North from Izmir port. China's ship recycling activities are operated 
mainly in two places: some shipyards are located on in the North of the country on the 
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Yangtze River near Shanghai city, and others are located in the South of Guangdong 
Province on the banks of the Pearl River. The rests are located near Tianjin, north of 
Shanghai. (Jain& Pruyn, 2017).  Most Chinese ship recycling are performed in either 
dry-dock or specialized alongside berths, not beached; therefore, the quality of the 
recycing is improved and negative environmental impacts are minimized (Du et 
al.,2017). A few ship recycling facilities are scattered throughout the North America, 
in the US and, Canada, some are found in European countries, such as UK, Belgium, 
Spain, Holland, and France. Those facilities specialize in recycling fishing boats, 
warships, and other high value ships such as cruise ships (Kagkarakis et al., 2016).  
These ship recycling facilities cannot compete with the South Asian shipbreakers 
because of lack of demand for recycled materials and scrapped steels, high labor costs 
and more stringent environmental laws. The size of a ship recycling yard is usually 
determined by its yearly recycling capacity and it vary from one country to another. 
For instance, the size of yards in the Indian subcontinent is from 20,000 to 150,000 
LDT per year. The size of yards in Turkey ranges from 50,000 to 100,000 LDT per 
year. China owns larger yards with sizes ranging from 30,000 LDT to 1.2 million LDT 
per year (ClassNK, 2017). In general, Turkey and the Indian subcontinent operates 
small and medium ship recycling yards, while China owns large size facilities. 
2.2. Global ship recycling industry 
The majority (90%) of the worldwide ship recycling capacity takes place in five 
countries - Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, China, and Turkey (Gunbeyaz, Kurt, & 
Baumler, 2019). According to the data of NGO Shipbreaking Platform, in 2018, 744 
international commercial ships were sold to scrap yards; Among those 518 vessels 
were scrapped on the mudflat beaches of South Asia (Figure 1).  India, Bangladesh 
and Pakistan are still the major players in the world in term of tonnages, accounting 





Figure 1: Number of ships scrapped worldwide in 2018 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform report 2018 
 
In detail, there were 18,9 million Gross Tonnage scrapped, 17 million GT of which 
were recycled on breaches. Bangladesh scrapped the most with 7,9 million tons, 
followed by India scrapped with 4,9 million tons, Pakistan with 4,2 million tons, 
Turkey with 962 thousand tons, China with 424 thousand tons, the EU with 72.4 





Figure 2: Gross Tonnage scrapped worldwide in 2018 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform report 2018 
 
Turkey and China have high standard infrastructures of ship recycling facilities, 
however these countries tend to recycle small and average size vessels ((Du et al, 
2017).  Moreover, China has almost exited from the global ship recycling market due 
to new policies. The Chinese Government is planning to adopt a ban on importing 
ships and offshore units for scrapping. The ban may be the result of the redundancy of 
supply of old Chinese flagged ships to this industry in China (Jiang, 2018).  The EU’s 
ship recycling yards also only recycle small size vessels. Therefore, the large vessels 
are more likely to be scrapped on the beaches of South Asia. 
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Figure 3: Most popular end-of-life flags in 2018 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform report 2018 
 
In 2018, there were more than 70 % of scrapped ships were from Flag of Convenience 
(FOC) States. This number illustrates that there is a big discrepancy between the states 
where ship owners are based and the flag states, which grant the ships’ nationality and 
exercise regulatory control over the ships. Over 60% of all EOL ships sold to the 
beaches of South Asia each year flaying FOC which are black or grey-listed by the 
Tokyo and Paris MOU, i.e. flags with particularly weak records of enforcing 
international regulations. These included black-listed Comoros Nevis, and St Kitts. 
During the operational life of ships, these “end-of-life flags” are most frequently used 
by ship-owners because it offers special “discount rates” for final voyages and rapid 
and easy short-term registration with poor requirements of ship’s nationality. They are 
particularly preferred by cash-buyers that act as middle men for sales ships to beaching 
yards in South Asian (Figure 3).  
Regarding EU flagged ships, in 2017, around 13% of vessels were flying an EU flag, 
which accounted for approximately 16% of total world Gross Tonnage (OECD, 2019). 
Over the last four years, 30% of EU’ vessels have been sent to India for crapping, 
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making it a primary destination for EU’ end-of-life ships (Figure 4). While EU flagged 
vessels were sent to Turkey (22%), Bangladesh (15%), Pakistan (7%) and Denmark 
(6%), non-EU flagged vessels were mainly scrapped in Bangladesh (20%), China 
(17%) and Pakistan (12%) (OECD, 2019). 
 
Figure 4: Major ship breaking locations by flag state 
Source: OECD, 2019 
2.3. Ship recycling methods 
Certain types of methods for recycling LOF ships are used in different regions of the 
world. The basic principle of all the methods is similar in that a ship is cut into parts 
to retrieve recyclable items and materials, regardless of method employed. The main 
difference between them is the way that the ship is docked on land and the level of 
mechanization used in the recycling process. This difference mainly depends on the 
position of yards and prevalent practices of breaking ships in that region. There are 
four common methods of docking the ships for recycling: dry-docking, slipway, 
alongside, and beaching. 
2.3.1. Beaching 
Beaching is a term commonly used to describe a method that the ship is dismantled on 
an intertidal zone of a beach. The ship is run ashore, the high tide brings the ship on 
the beach and leaves it grounded at ebb tide (Hougee, 2013). Under its own power, the 
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ship is unable to run far up to the beach as desired and it is often stranded on the 
mudflats. Thus, the ship is pulled onto the beach by using winches with heavy steel 
cables and chains. The steel blocks and equipment of a ship are gradually dismantled 
in the intertidal zone by using oxygen-gas cutting torches; The ship becomes lighter 
and easier to pull up on the beach by winches. The large steel bocks are cut from the 
ship, directly dropped on the mudflat, and pulled up to the shore by winches. Once 
being at shore, the block is cut into small pieces. A major issue with beaching method 
is that any oil spill, wastes, garbage, or remaining cargo can be swept out to sea by the 
next tide (Jain& Pruyn, 2017).  
2.3.2. Slipway 
This method can be considered as a modification of the beaching method and in some 
cases it is called non-tidal beaching. The main difference between slipway and 
beaching is that the level of tide. It is practiced in the areas, where the level of tide 
difference is low, particularly in Turkey (Hougee, 2013), where large scale of slipways 
is used, while in many other places such as Inverkeithing in UK and some places in 
EU and US used smaller-scale slipways. In this technique, the ship is docked either to 
the shore or a concrete slipway extended to the sea, thus, a key factor to manage and 
control it is the low level of tides. This means that access operation and lifting can be 
easier to carry out at a predictable and fairly stable waterfront, and any oil spillages is 
much easier to contain, compared to the beaching method. Usually, mobile cranes are 
used to remove the cut steel pieces and machinery from the ship. It is largely accepted 
that the low level tidal difference and concrete access to the works are advantages for 
safe and environmentally sound recycling (Jain& Pruyn, 2017). 
2.3.3. Alongside 
The alongside method, sometimes called floating method, is a process to wreck the 
ships while they are afloat and secured along a wharf, quay, or jetty in calm waters 
such as harbors or rivers, where cranes and cutting devices are used to remove parts of 
the ship from top down until the bottom parts remain, which can be lifted on shore or 
sent to a dry-dock for final recycling (Litehauz, 2013). This method is mostly 
employed in China, and certain yards in Turkey, US, and Belgium. During process of 
breaking a ship, the local area is likely to be affected if spillages occur, the pollutants 
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go straight into the water, However, it can be properly contained, monitored, and 
cleaned up eventually (Andersen, 2001) 
2.3.4. Dry-docking 
In this recycling method, a ship is totally dismantled in a dry-dock, or floating dock 
which it has a lock gate and impermeable floor (normally the concrete floor) (Hougee, 
2013). It is acknowledged that this method is the safest and the most environmentally 
friendly way of recycling a ship, because the works are carried out in an enclosed area. 
(Litehauz, 2013). The dock is always cleaned before being re-flooded for recycling the 
next vessel with the aim of avoiding accumulations of pollutants (Jain& Pruyn, 2017). 
The only drawback of this method is that maintaining operation of a dock is costly, 
thus it is scarcely used for recycling purposes only; It is often combined with another 
activity such as ship repair. This method is a standard method commonly used in the 
EU, US, and China. For example, Leavesley International facility and Swansea Dry-
dock, Wolff Heavy Industries Limited, and Able UK Limited are the main ship 
recycling dry-docks in the UK (EC,2019) 
2.4. International Regulations on ship recycling 
2.4.1. Hong Kong Convention 
In 2009, IMO member states adopted the Hong Kong International Convention for the 
Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships, but the Convention has not been 
entered into forced. The regulations of the Convention cover: 
 The design, construction, operation and preparation of ships, to facilitate safe and 
environmentally sound recycling without compromising the safety and operational 
efficiency of ships; the operation of ship recycling yards in a safe and environmentally 
sound manner; and the establishment of an appropriate enforcement mechanism for 
ship recycling, incorporating certification and reporting requirements. (IMO, 2019).    
Once ratified, ship recycling facilities will be expected to prepare a Ship Recycling 
Facility Plan in accordance with published guidelines; and national authorities will be 
required to take measures to ensure that facilities under their jurisdiction comply with 
the Convention. In order for the Convention to enter into force, three conditions must 
be met: 
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1. Not less than 15 States have either signed it without reservation as to ratification, 
acceptance or approval, or have deposited the requisite instrument of ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession in accordance with Article 16; 
2. The combined merchant fleets of the States mentioned in paragraph 1.1 constitute 
not less than 40 per cent of the gross tonnage of the world’s merchant shipping; and 
3. The combined maximum annual ship recycling volume of the States mentioned in 
paragraph 1.1during the preceding 10 years constitutes not less than 3 per cent of the 
gross tonnage of the combined merchant shipping of the same States. (Hong Kong 
Convention, 2009). 
By August 2019, 11 Contracting States had ratified the Hong Kong Convention 
including Belgium, Denmark, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Panama, the 
Republic of the Congo, the Republic of Serbia and Turkey. These countries represent 
approximately 23 % of the gross tonnage of the world's merchant shipping. The 
combined annual ship recycling volume of the Contracting States during the preceding 
10 years is 1,6 million GT, accounting for 0.56% of the merchant shipping tonnage of 
the same States. The Convention will enter into force 24 months after the three above 
conditions are met (IMO,2019). 
2.4.2. The European Union Ship Recycling Regulation 
The European Ship Recycling Regulation came into force in December 2013. The 
Regulation applies to ships of at least 500GT flying the flag of an EU member state, 
and to ships flying the flag of a non-EU member state visiting the EU. The EU 
Regulation is mostly aligned with the IMO Convention but, most notably, it requires 
the establishment of a list of approved ship recycling facilities. Ships flying the flag of 
an EU member state can only be recycled at a facility on the EU List. Such facilities 
are required to meet design, construction and operation requirements of the EU and 
can be located outside of the EU. Facilities located inside the EU are required to apply 
to the European Commission for automatic inclusion on the EU List. For facilities 
located in third countries, the requirements and procedures for inclusion on the EU 
List were published by the EC in a Technical Guidance Note. By applying for inclusion 
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on the EU List, facilities located in third countries accept that they will be subject to 






3. CHAPTER III ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
OPPORTUNTIES OF VIETNAM’S SHIP RECYCLING 
INDUSTRY 
3.1. Introduction 
In order to assess the potential development opportunities of Vietnam's ship recycling 
industry, the following aspects will be analyzed: Firstly, the current national legal 
documents which regulate the ship recycling sector will be studied. Secondly, the 
current situation and difficulties of Vietnam’s shipbuilding industry will be discussed 
to highlight the desire to use the dual function of shipbuilding and ship recycling 
activities. Thirdly, the number and age of Vietnamese flag fleet will be analyzed and 
evaluated to estimate the future input capacity of the ship recycling industry. Fourthly, 
the demand for scrapped steel of Vietnam’s steel production industry will be assessed. 
Finally, Vietnam’s labor workforce supplying the ship recycling industry will be 
assessed. 
3.2. Legal framework assessments  
3.2.1. National environment protection law 
Currently, Vietnam does not have a national law that specifically stipulates ship 
recycling activities. There is only Article 75 in the Law on Environmental Protection 
issued by the National Assembly on 23/06/2014 and entered into force on 1/1/ 2015, 
which regulates all kind of activities that may cause environmental pollution in 
Vietnam including ship recycling activities. The Article contains the requirements for 
the import of ships for recycling and controls environment impacts of ship recycling 
activities. This is an important requirement, because allowing the import of ships will 
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be the first step of the Government to promote the development of the ship recycling 
industry, and it is a basis for developing policies for this industry.  
In order to implement Article 75 of Law on Environmental Protection, the Vietnamese 
Government adopted the Decree No. 114/2014/ND-CP dated 26/11/2014 
promulgating regulations on the import of ships to the country for recycling, ship 
types, recycling time of the ships, and ship recycling facilities.  
- Article 4 consists of the provisions detailing that the ship is imported for recycling 
must be put into a ship recycling facility within 30 days from the date of completion 
of customs procedures but not exceeding 90 days from the first port of arrival; The 
time of recycling a ship must not exceed 180days (6months) from the date of 
commissioning the ship to be recycled in the ship recycling facility.  
- Article 8 contains provisions one of the types of ships to be allowed for the import, 
which include: 1. Ships carrying dry goods, including: general goods, bulk cargoes, 
equipment, wood chips, wood, cereals, packed goods, steel products; 2. Container 
ships; 3. Ore carriers; 4. Liquid cargo ships, including: Crude oil, product oil and 
vegetable oil; 5. Gas and liquefied gas tankers; 6. Ro-Ro train, passenger ship, sea 
barge, sea ferry; 7. Floating rig; 8. Self-lifting rig; 9. Floating vessel; 10. Floating and 
conveying facilities.  
Article 5 stipulates the requirements for environmental protection of ship recycling 
activities. In detail, the ship recycling facilities shall:  
1. Prepare a plan to collect, store, transport and dispose of wastes generated from 
recycling activities for each ship or must have a contract with authorized companies 
to provide this service for collecting, transporting and treating waste generated from 
the ship. 
2. Arrange areas for safe storage of waste generated from ship recycling activities 
before handling. 
3. Develop plans to deal with environmental incidents occurring during ship recycling 
activities. 
4. To promptly and effectively apply measures to deal with environmental incidents 
occurring in ship recycling activities and report them to competent agencies for 
coordinated handling. 
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5. Purchasing insurance and perform insurance obligations for environmental damage 
compensation responsibilities related to the import and recycling of ships. 
6. Implement other relevant provisions of the law on environmental protection.  
Article 14: Requirements for ship recycling facility: Ship recycling facilities shall 
meet the following conditions: 
1.  Harbors and, fairways are suitable for all types anh, tonnage of ships. 
2. Sufficient infrastructures, and human resources to carry out ship recycling in an 
environmentally friendly manner. 
3. Procedures in place for controlling hazardous factors at work and, plans for handling 
technical incidents to, ensuring occupational safety and hygiene. 
4. Sufficient conditions for fire prevention and, fire-fighting plans.  
3.2.2. Strategic development plan of ship recycling industry 
The Ministry of Transportation is a ministry of Vietnamese Government with a 
mission to establish a strategic plan for the ship recycling industry. The Ministry 
promulgated Decision No. 3505/2014 QD-BGTVT on 17 September 2014 on the 
strategy of the long term development of the industry from 2014 to 2030.  
3.2.2.1. Objectives of the plan 
a) General objectives: 
- The main objective of the Decision is to establish ship recycling facilities based on 
the background of existing infrastructures of the shipbuilding industry. 
 - Identifying shipyards, that have natural, economic and social conditions, and 
appropriate infrastructures to combine with ship recycling activities. 
3.2.2.2. Contents of the plan 
Ship recycling facilities will be established on shipbuilding yards in the North and 
Central regions of the country. Eight shipyards will be the targets of national 
investment. 
a) Phase 1: 2014-2020 
- Pha Rung shipyard is located in the Pha Rung shipbuilding industrial zone, adjacent 
to Bach Dang river in Tam Hung commune in Hai Phong City. Ship recycling capacity 
is expected to reach 111,600 LDT / year. 
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- Bien Kien shipyard is located in An Hong shipbuilding industrial zone, adjacent to 
Cam river in Hai Phong City. Ship recycling capacity is expected to reach 37,200 LDT 
/ year. 
- Phuong Nam shipyard is located in Phuong Nam industrial park, adjacent to Da Bach 
river in Phuong Nam ward in Quang Ninh City. Ship recycling capacity is expected to 
reach 27,900 LDT / year. 
- Tien Phong shipyard is located in Tien Phong industrial park, adjacent to Chanh river 
in Quang Yen town in Quang Ninh City. Ship recycling capacity is expected to reach 
65,100 LDT / year. 
b) Phase 2: 2020 to 2030 
- 02 ship recycling facilities will be located in Tan Trao industrial cluster and Quang 
Phuc industrial complex in Hai Phong city; 
- 02 ship recycling facilities will be located in Xuan Truong Shipbuilding Industrial 
Park and Ninh Co Economic Zone, Nam Dinh Province. 
- 01 ship recycling facility located in Chu Lai economic zone in Quang Nam city. 
 The implementation of the plan has stopped at reviewing the conditions of 
infrastructure facilities, establishing shipyard recycling plans and ship recycling 
processes, and training workers. So far, there no facilities are operational, and no ships 
have been recycled. The causes of this delay will be analyzed in Chapter IV. 
3.3. Vietnamese shipbuilding industry assessment 
The Vietnamese shipbuilding industry grew dramatically in 2007 and 2008. Vietnam 
was ranked the fifth in Asia after China, South Korea, Japan and the Philippines in 
terms of orders. The dominant shipbuilder that plays an important role in the 
Vietnamese shipbuilding industry is Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (SBIC). The 
Corporation covered about 70-80 percent of the country’s shipyard capacity from 2007 
to 2010 (Noras,2010). In addition, Vietnam's   shipbuilding industry also has facilities 
owned by Vietnam National Shipping   Lines, Vietnam National Oil and Gas Group. 
Also, there are shipyards under the management of the Ministry of Defense. Many 
small shipyards belong to private sectors. According to the statistics of Vietnam 
Maritime Administration, Vietnam currently has about 120 shipyards having building 
capacity of ship from 1000DWT and above (VINAMARINE, 2019). The shipbuilding 
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yards are mainly located in three regions of the country: Southern, Central and 
Northern clusters 
Northern cluster: 
The Northern cluster is the main center of the Vietnamese shipbuilding industry, which 
has 92 shipbuilding and repairing shipyards with building capacity for ships up to 
150,000 DWT. Almost all shipyards are provided with good infrastructures, especially 
those belonging to the State, such as Pha Rung shipyard, Nam Trieu shipyard, and Ha 
Long shipyard. Figure 5 shows the location of shipbuilding yards in the Northern 
Cluster. 
 
Figure 5 Main shipyards in North cluster.  
Source: VINAMARINE, 2019 
Central cluster 
The Central cluster has 13 shipbuilding yards with building capacity for ships up to 
100,000 DWT. Some shipyards are joint ventures with foreign companies have been 
invested with advanced shipbuilding technologies. For example, Hyundai Vinashin is 
a joint venture shipyard between Vietnam and Korea is the most modern shipyard in 
Vietnam. The rest are private shipyards located along the coast of the country. 
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Figure 6:  Main shipyards in Central cluster.  
Source: VINAMARINE, 2019 
Southern cluster 
The Southern cluster has 15 shipyards, which have infrastructures focused on building 
specialized ships such as cruise ships, marine research ships, oil service ships and 
passenger ships. The Southern cluster is not on the strategy development plan of ship 
recycling industry. However, this Cluster will become a key national center for 
shipbuilding activities, while the North and Central clusters focus on developing the 




Figure 7  Main shipyards in South cluster.  
Source: VINAMARINE, 2019 
3.4. Vietnamese fleet assessment for future scrapping supply 
According to the statistics of the Vietnam Register, in 2019, the Vietnamese fleet has 
1,305 ships with a total tonnage of 4,8 million GT and, about 7,8 million DWT. It 
stands 29th in the world, and fourth in ASIAN by deadweight tonnage. In particular, 
the number of general cargo ships is 819, accounting for over 72.6%; bulk carriers 
number 99 vessels, accounting for 8.7%; Oil tankers with 150 vessels accounted for 
13%;16 ships are specialized liquefied gas vessels, accounting for 1.4%; and 41 ships 
are container vessels have 41 ships, accounting for 3.6%. The average age of the 
Vietnamese fleet is 14.7 years, while the average age of the world fleet is 20.8 years. 
In detail, the general cargo fleet has the youngest average age is at 14.2 years, while 
the liquefied gas vessels have the highest average age at 22.9-year-old. The average 
age of the container fleet is 16.3 years, and chemical tankers average 16.4 years (VR, 
2019). The Vietnamese fleet has a low average age, because the number of new ships 
has increased in recent years. Therefore, the input source for the ship recycling 
industry from Vietnamese fleet is not significant in the near future. It will depend on 
the supply of the world fleet. 
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3.5. Vietnamese steel production industry demands 
 
The Vietnamese steel production industry has been developing relatively quickly in 
recent years. Currently, there are eight major steel production producers contributing 
steel products to the domestic market and exports. There are two main technologies 
being used to produce steel in Vietnam. They are the Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) 
and the Electric Arc Furnace (EAF). The inputs of BOF are normally iron ore and coal, 
while the EAF furnace uses scrap steel. Due to its high efficiency, simplicity and less 
greenhouse gas emissions, 60% of total production steel output of the country is 
produced by EAF ovens (Ky Nhan, 2018). The demand for using steel scrap for input 
to the steel production industry has been in increased recent years, epecially, for those 
that use electric furnace technology to produce mill steel. In the first 8 months of 2018, 
imported steel scrap increased by 20.7% in volume and 50.2% in turnover, reaching 
3.48 million tons, equivalent to 1.22 billion. USD (Hoang Ty, 2018). It is forecast that 
the demand for import scrap steel will continue to increase in the coming years. 
Therefore, developing the ship recycling industry is necessary to support the input to 
the steel production industry. 
3.6. Vietnam labor workforce assessment 
3.6.1. Total labor workforce 
According to the statistical report of the General Statistics Office of Viet Nam 
launched in March 2019, Vietnam has a population of over 93 million people, ranking 
13th in the world, 7th in Asia and the 3rd in Southeast Asia. Vietnam has an abundant 
and cheap labour force. In the first quarter of 2019, the Vietnamese labour workforce 
was about 55.4 million people, of which 48.88 million working people were above 18 
years old. The workforces in the urban areas is 16.9 million people, accounting for 
34.7%. The proportion of the labour workforce trained from the level of "Primary 
vocational training" and holding high level of education is estimated at 12.1 million 
people, accounting for 22.2% of the employed population of the whole country 
(GSOV, 2019). The number of unemployed people of working age in the first quarter 
of 2019 was about nearly 1.1 million people, accounting for 2.17% of the total 
workforce. The average monthly income of employed workers in the first quarter of 
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2019 reached VND 245 USD / month (11usd/day), which was an increase of 28,6 
usd/month compared to the previous quarter and an increase of 44,21 usd/ month 
compared to the same period last year in 2018. The average income of male workers 
is 1.4 times higher than the average income of female workers (respectively VND 6.6 
million and VND 4.7 million) (GSOV, 2019). 
3.6.1. Labor workforce of the shipbuilding industry 
Vietnam's shipbuilding industry has been undergoing a diffcult time due to lack of new 
orders. Many shipyards have reduced their scale, which includes infrastructures as well 
as labor workforce. After a period of restructuring in the industry, the size of the 
workforce has been cut down by more than 14 000 workers. The Shipbuilding Industry 
Corporation (SBIC), the main shipbuilder in Vietnam, has also eliminated 
approximately 14500 employees, the leaving only 13900 employees compared to the 
time before the restructuring (Thuy Phuong, 2018). The number of employees and 
average income over the years is shown in Table 1: 
Table 1:  number of employees and average income from 2013 to 2017 
 Year Total number of employees Average income 
(USD/person/month) 
 1 2013 30800 185 
 2 2014 25600 190 
 3 2015 18300 233 
 4 2016 16400 285 
 5 2017 14800 304 
Source: Thuy Phuong, 2018 
In general, although average income was doubly increased in 2017 compared to 2013 
from 185USD to 304 USD/person; The size of the workforce was reduced significantly 
from 30800 to 14800 workers in the same period.  Not using these workers has become 
a huge waste of human resources, when they were trained and provided with basic 
technical skills to perform shipbuilding activities. Thus, the development of a ship 
recycling industry will deal with unemployed labour force.  
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4. CHAPTER IV METHODOLOGIES FOR ASSESSMENT 
4.1. SWOT analysis 
A SWOT analyses was conducted to understand Strengths (S) and Weaknesses (W), 
of Vietnam's ship recycling industry, and identify Opportunities (O) open to the 
industry and Threats (T) that it would face. Based on the assessments in the chapter 
III, the opportunities and challenges of this industry are presented in the Table 2. 
Table 2 opportunities and challenges of Vietnam’ ship recycling industry 
Strengths Weaknesses 
- Available infrastructures of 
shipbuilding yards 
- Abundant and cheap labour force 
- The skilled and experienced workers of 
shipyards 
- Low capital costs 
 
- Weak financial condition of shipyards 
- Insufficient national legal framework 
on ship recycling activities (requirements 
on ship recycling facilities, pre-recycling 
phase)  
- no experiences in ship recycling 
practices, especially in handling and 
disposal of hazardous wastes. 
 
Opportunities Threats 
- High demand for ship recycling in both 
domestic and international market. 
- Good opportunities to have approved 
ship recycling facilities based on 
shipbuilding infrastructures. 




- Environmental pollution  
- Hazardous materials management  
- Safety of workers when carrying 
dangerous duties. 
- Highly competitive market in Asia 




4.1.1. Strength  
Utilizing the existing infrastructures of the shipbuilding industry for ship recycling 
activities to reduce the idleness of shipyards is the biggest strength. The infrastructures 
are already equipped in shipbuilding yards such as dry docks, slipways, floating docks, 
impermeable floors, and lifting and transporting equipment, which will satisfy the 
works of ship recycling activities. Hence, it will reduce the initial capital costs for ship 
recycling activities. More importantly, using these infrastructures will ensure the an 
environmentally friendly method of recycling ships is practiced in Vietnam. Besides, 
an abundant young and cheap labor workforce is another strength of Vietnam in order 
to compete in the ship recycling market. Ship recycling practices only require low-
skilled workers, except for those who work with hazardous materials and need to be 
trained. Thus, most shipbuilding workers can work in ship recycling activities.  In 
addition, in terms of the legal framework of ship recycling, Vietnam has already Law 
on Environment Protection, which contains regulations for importing ships, and basic 
requirements of ship recycling facilities. It is very important that this will become the 
legal background for developing an environmentally friendly ship recycling industry. 
4.1.2. Weaknesses 
First, the shipyards’ function is mainly on shipbuilding and repairing activities. They 
have no experiences with ship recycling, so it would be a challenge to implement the 
operation locally. Secondly, the weak financial situation of shipbuilding yards will 
become another challenge when it comes to investment in infrastructures for recycling 
activities. With few new orders each year, the income of shipyards is not enough to 
maintain continuously operation of their facilities. Re-operating this equipment is 
necessary, but requires budgets. In addition, investment in purchasing and constructing 
specialized equipment for recycling activities such as tools for collecting, transporting 
and treating hazardous wastes and materials also requires a large amount of money.  
The third weak point is the existing Vietnamese legislative instruments directly related 
to ship recycling do not impose sufficient regulation and control of the ship recycling 
industry. These legal frameworks do not deal with the pre-dismantling phase of the 
scrapped ships. Despite the fact that national Environment Protection law has been 
enacted, this document is still insufficient, especially the requirements stipulating the 
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standards of a ship recycling facility for the environmentally sound recycling of ships. 
Having comprehensive legal documents in place for ship recycling is necessary. 
4.1.3. Opportunities 
Vietnam’s ship recycling industry is at early stage of establishment. However, having 
good infrastructures in shipbuilding and a cheap and abundant labor workforce is a 
great advantage in developing a ship recycling industry with low recycling costs. In 
addition, the world’s fleet is at a high average age and large number as mentioned 
previously. The demand for scrapping ships will be high in the future. Thus, this is 
also an opportunity for Vietnam to gain the market share of the global ship recycling 
industry. Moreover, the awareness of international community has grown about 
environmental, safety and health problems of the beaching method taking place in 
South Asia. This has led to more stringent regulations regarding standards of ship 
recycling facilities, especially in the EU. If Vietnam takes this opportunity to establish 
ship recycling facilities based on shipbuilding infrastructures that can meet the SRR 
of the EU, it will bring the country the market of recycling EU flagged ships to the 
country.  
4.1.4. Threats  
Threats to this industry in Vietnam are mainly occupational and environmental issues. 
The negative impacts of the ship recycling industry on the surrounding environment 
and workers’ health have been identified and studied. Environment pollution is 
significant when practicing ship recycling activities in an improper way. The 
surrounding environment including soil, water, and air will be contaminated by 
emissions of toxic substances from ships such as dirty oil, bilge and ballast waters, and 
hazardous wastes and materials. Consequently, natural resources, ecosystems, and 
human health will be threatened by these pollutants affecting livelihoods of farmers, 
fishers, and surrounding areas (World Bank, 2010). Moreover, workers in this field 
are exposed to hazards contained in ships such as asbestosis, which increases the risk 
of lung cancers. Accidents and deaths of workers are common in this field from 
snapping cables, chemical spills, welding fumes, falls, falling objects, fires, and 
explosions (Demaria, 2010). Additionally, Vietnam’s ship recycling industry is 
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surrounded by big world shipbreakers such as China, and the South Asian countries. 
This will create a highly competitive market for ship recycling in Asia. 
 
4.2. Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)  
CBA was used to analyze the recycling costs and benefits of ship recycling activities 
in a case study. The background of this calculation is based on the research of Choi, 
Daniel Kelley, Sean, and Dillip about "Economic and environmental perspectives of 
end-of-life ship management" in 2016. The CBA analysis calculates the net economic 
gain from ship recycling activities. The expenditures include the purchasing cost of 
the ship, transporting cost, the cost of labour to clean and breaking the ship, applicable 
taxes, compliance with worker safety and environmental regulations, and company 
overhead. The sources of revenue include the sale of recovered steel scrap, reusable 
machinery and equipment a, non-ferrous metals, and subsidies provided by 
governments. The net economic benefit from the ship recycling is the total income 
minus the total costs as shown in the formula below. 
  
Where: EB is the net economic benefit, LDTi is the light displacement tonnage of ship, 
LDT is the weight of the ship excluding cargo, fuel, oil, ballast water, crew, passengers 
or consumable stores. Pi is the market price per ton of material i; S is the ship purchase 
price; T is the transportation cost; L is the labor cost; Gt is the government taxes;W is 
the cost to comply with worker safety regulations; E is the cost to comply with 
environmental regulations; O is the overhead costs (Choi et al, 2016). 
The above formula of Choi can be shortened as follows: 
Benefit Eb = Total Revenue – total cost =     
The total revenue of ship recycling is the income obtained from selling recycled and 
salvaged materials of the ship, which is a function of local market price (Pi) and the 
amount of recovered material which is determined by the light displacement of ship 
(LDT). An approximate breakdown of a ship’s LDT is as follows re-rollable ferrous 
scrap and iron plate including main engine and auxiliary engines account from 72 to 
85 percent of the recycled ship's LDT. While, re-melting scrap account for 3 percent. 
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Therefore, total scrapped steels are recovered from a ship is about 88 percent of LDT 
(Choi et al, 2016). The 12% remains are cables, shafting, fittings, wood and furniture, 
spares, lubricants, waste and non-ferrous metals. 
 
Source: Choi et al, 2016 
The Light Displacement Tonnage of the ship will be calculated using the following 
formula:  
LDT = V x ρ – DWT (dead weight tonnage) 
Where: 
Ship’s total volume V = (Lmax x Bmax x Dmax) x Cb  
Lmax: Length max of a ship 
Bmax: Breath max of a ship 
Dmax: Draft of a ship 
Cb: block coefficient: 
General cargo ship Cb = 0.6 - 0.75 
Tanker ship Cb = 0.82 - 0.86 
Container ship: Cb = 0.6 - 0.64 
Passenger ship: Cb = 0.58 - 0.62 
Sea water density ρ = 1.025 ton/m3 
The total cost of ship recycling consists of the cost of purchasing the ship (S)plus the 
cost of recycling (Oc) and government taxes (Gt), in which: 
S is quoted in US$ per one LDT ton multiply total LDT of the ship 
Oc is recycling cost that shipyard has to pay per one LDT ton.  




4.3. Net Present Value (NPV) 
Net Present Value (NPV) is used in capital budgeting and investment planning to 
analyze the profitability of investment on a project. NPV is calculated based on the 
following formula: 
  
Where r is the project's risk-adjusted of capital cost or interest rate, n is remaining 
economic life, and CFt present the net cash flow in the year t. NPV is considered as 
one of the indicator for investment decisions from a business perspective. When a 
positive NPV is obtained in a project calculation, it will bring benefit to the company 
and vice versa (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2011). 
In this dissertation, the researcher used the result NNP calculation to compare the value 
of shipyard’s investment in 10-year depreciation period of ship recycling model and 





5. CHAPTER V CASE STUDY OF DEVELOPING A 
MODEL FOR DUAL USE OF EXISTING SHIP 
BUILDING YARD AND SHIP RECYCLING 
ACTIVITIES: PHA RUNG SHIPYARD. 
5.1. Introduction 
Pha Rung shipyard company is state - owned enterprise, one of the biggest subsidiaries 
of Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (SBIC) specialized in shipbuilding and ship 
repair in Vietnam. The Company was founded in 1984 and it was built in cooperation 
with Vietnamese and Finnish Governments as development aid project. The main yard 
is located on the bank of  the Gia River, about 15km from the city of Hai Phong. After 
a long time specializing in ship repairing, in 2003, the Company started performing 
shipbuilding activities. The infrastructures including dry dock, floating dock, slip way, 
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berths, mounds, crane vehicles, construction sites and yards were invested in and built 
on a total area of over 10 hectares Many new series of modern ships were built and 
exported to customers all over world such as a 6.500 DWT oil and Chemical tanker 
for a Korean customer, 13.000 DWT oil tanker for Greece, 34.000 DWT bulk carrier 
for an Italian customer. However, in the current situation, the shipyard has very few 
new orders for building ships. Therefore, machinery and equipment, such as cranes, 
trucks, slipways, dry-dock which were invested in building ships have not been used 
and have begun to deteriorations due to lack of maintenances.  
Moreover, the number of workers has decreased by 50% compared to the peak in 
shipbuilding in 2008; the remaining workers number about 800. Currently, the 
shipyard is in the process of studying the business model. There are no ship recycling 
activities being practiced in the yard. However, in 2020 as planned, the shipyard will 
recycle a number of ships as pilot examples to determine the feasibility of the model. 
Therefore, the assessment of shipyard’s locations and infrastructures is extremely 
important.  Moreover, establishing a recycling method of combination, and calculation 
of cost benefits analysis is necessary to help the company to get an overview of the 
business and take the appropriate steps. 
5.2. Location and infrastructure assessment 
5.2.1. Locations of shipyard 
According to the strategy development plan, which has been approved by Vietnamese 
Government, Pha Rung shipyard is one of facilities on the targets to develop for ship 
recycling activities. The shipyard is located on the Gia River riverbank, which is one 
of the biggest rivers in the Northern part of Vietnam. The river is about 15 km long; 
and the average width of the channel is 500m. The river channel is the main route for 
transporting raw materials supplying to thermal power plants and cement factories. 
The location of shipyard is far from residential areas. This is an advantage to develop 
a ship recycling facility. 
5.2.2. Shipbuilding infrastructures 
The infrastructures of the shipyard are adequate to serve the shipbuilding purposes. 
Currently, the company has three main facilities to serve shipbuilding activities. Ship 
can be docked by: 
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 A dry-dockof 157 x 27 x 10 m, equipped with a gantry crane of 50 tons lifting 
capacity. The dry-dock's capacity can receive ships up to 17,000 DWT.  
  A floating dock with the dimensions of 115 x 23 x 13.6 m, equipped with a 
mobile crane of 5T lifting capacity.  
  A slipway with dimensions of 270 x 32 m, equipped with a gantry crane of 
200T lifting capacity.  
The Figure 8 shows the layout of the shipyard and the location of dry-dock, floating 
dock, and shipway. Table 3 is a list of these infrastructures with detailed dimensions.  
  
Figure 8: Layout of docks, wharfs, and slipways 
Source: Pha Rung Shipyard 
 
No Name Dimension   (LxBXT) Lifting equipment 
  
1 
 Dry dock 157 x 27 x 10 m 
Capacity: 17.000DWT 
  Crane 50T/14m x 1 pcs 
   
  
2 
Floating dock 115 x 23 x 13.6 m 
Capacity: 10.000DWT 
 Crane: 5T/15m; x 2 pcs. 
  Quay No.1 400 x 18 x 5.5 m 
Capacity: 25.000 dwt 
  Crane: 15T/28m x 2pcs 
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3   
  
4 
Quay No.2 120.8 x 14 x 4.5 m 
Capacity: 12.500 dwt 
 Crane: 20Tx22m x 01 pcs 
  
5 
Quay No.3 230 x 20 x 5.5 m 
Capacity: 34.000 dwt 




Wharf No.4 260 x 20 x 5.5m  
Capacity: 34.000 dwt 
 




Wharf No.5 110 x 40 x 3.6m  Crane: 50T/14m x 01 pcs 
  
8 
Slipway  270 x 32 m 
Capacity: 40.000 dwt 




Table 3: Specification of docks, wharfs, and slipways 
Source: Pha Rung Shipyard 
The slipway is mainly used to carry out shipbuilding activities, while the floating dock 
and dry dock are often used for ship repair activities. In addition, the shipyard has five 
quays for anchoring activities, but two of them are not regularly used. These two quays 
will be used for ship recycling purposes. Besides, the shipyard is equipped with 
warehouses, storages, and other machinery and equipment such as trucks, tank trucks, 
forklifts, and mobile cranes. Other items such as staff offices, roads, and clinic are 
used for shipbuilding activities. The Figure 9 shows the layout of the ship yard and 
Table 4 shows the detailed location and technical parameters of the facilities. 
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Figure 9: Layout of warehouses, workshops, and yards 
Source: Pha Rung Shipyard 
 
NO Work shop Unit (m2) Square 
1 Hull workshop no.1 m2 2000 
2 Hull workshop no.2 m2 6000 
3 Hull workshop no.3 m2 13200 
4 Hull workshop no.4 (365 mx 36m ) m2 39000 
5 Piping workshop m2 2500 
6 Machinery workshop m2 3000 
7 Maintenance workshop m2 6500 
8 Painting workshop no.1 and no.2 m2 2300 
9 Painting workshop no.3 m2 7500 
10 Warehouse m2 5000 
11 Block assembly yard m2 12300 
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Table 4: Specification of warehouses, workshops, and yards 
Source: Pha Rung Shipyard 
 
5.2.3. Infrastructures to be used for ship recycling activities 
5.2.3.1. Existing infrastructures 
The shipyard has selected the existing facilities and equipment to serve for ship 
recycling purpose. According to the provided data, the following infrastructures will 
be used for this activity: 
Primary Cutting:  The water face of Quay No.6 will be used for mooring and in water 
cutting, which has an area of 6.362 m2 (dimension: LxB: 318,1m x 20m).  There is 
already a 50 ton crane on the side of the Quay. Two ships with LOA: 160 m can be 
moored for recycling. 
Secondary cutting area: open yard with an area of 4000 m2. The yard has been 
constructed with 25cm thick impermeable floors. The yard is located right next to 
Quay No.6. This will be the main yard used for recycling activities. All of the 
dismantled blocks, machinery, equipment, and items will be placed and classified in 
this area before moving into warehouses, and storage. 
Dry-dock: The area is 4.160 m2 with dimension LxBxD: 160m x 26m x 10m. The dry 
dock capacity is 17,000 DWT and is provided with 50ton crane. The dry-dock will be 
used for dismantling the bottom tank tops blocks. 
Recycle parts storage, storage for engines and outfits: A warehouse with an area of 
3000 m2 to store machineries and equipment, such as main engines, generators, 
boilers, refrigerators, air conditioners, pumps, electric parts. 
Hazardous wastes storages: A warehouse with an area of 420 m2 will be used to store 
hazardous wastes collected from the recycling process.  
Scrapping work equipment and tools: Gas burning equipment, flame cutting tools. 
Lifting and transportation facilities: 02 mobile cranes, 01 forklifts, magnetic lifts and 
trucks will be used to move dismantled parts of the ship to secondary cutting area. 
5.2.3.2. Additional infrastructures for handling hazardous waste on site. 
According to the practical data provided by Pha Rung shipyard, shipyard has not had 
equipment to serve for collection, and store of hazardous wastes and materials 
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generated during the recycling process. Author referred to the research of UNEP, 
which was carried out by Litehauz (2013) shows that there specialized equipment were 
used for handling hazardous wastes. The equipment and devices are listed in Table 5. 
Table 5: List of additional equipment for handling hazardous wastes 
Equipment for handling hazardous waste on site 
Asbestos 
Air monitoring filter 
Vacuum cleaners 
Bags for asbestos  
Decontamination facility 
PCB 
Airtight drums for PCB materials 
Oils and fuels 
Pumping and draining equipment 






Abrasive blasting equipment 
Chemical for stripping paint 
Power tools for mechanical removal of paint 
ODS – containing materials 
Airtight containers 
Ship – generated wastes and stores 
Pumping equipment for sewage, and for bilge and ballast water 
Oil separation equipment 
Disinfectant for ballast water 
Cleaning solvents for remediation 
Source: Litehauz, UNEP research 2013. 
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5.3. Ship recycling model: A combination of Alongside and Dry-docking 
In the model of combining shipbuilding and recycling, the flexibility of the work is 
relatively important. If the shipyard choses the facilities that which only used for ship 
recycling activities, it will reduce the flexibility when it comes to many tasks. Utilizing 
idle equipment for recycling activities will improve the shipyard’s performance. 
Therefore, the combined recycling method of Alongside and Dry-dock is the most 
suitable one. 
The process of this combination between Alongside and Dry-dock has five main steps: 
Step 1: pre-demolition; Step 2: dismantling removable equipment; Step 3: cutting 
cabins and superstructures; Step 4: cutting and removing machinery parts; Step 5: 
cutting bottom hull parts. Most parts of the ship will be recycled alongside the Quay 
No.6 except the bottom parts, which will be scrapped in the dry-dock to reduce the 
risk of environment pollution such as oil spills. The advantage of this combined 
method is time and cost saving. Because, the dry dock can be used for shipbuilding 
activities during the ship recycling at the wharf. The five steps of recycling ships are 




Figure 10: Ship recycling process 
Source: Author’s creation 
 
Step 1: Pre-recycling phase 
1) Prepare areas to recycle the ship 
- The open water area of Quay No.6 will be the place to cut the ship in water. 
- The time that allows the ship for berthing will be based on the depth of the tide, NA 
the unloaded draft of the ship. The ship design dimension parameters such as 
maximum length, maximum width, depth, draft will be referred to get the ship properly 
berthed alongside.  
- Putting the ship to berth at the Quay will be supported by two tug boats, and pilots. 
2) Oil boom deployment  
Alongside method require deployment of oil booms to collect oil spills if they happen. 
After the ship has been put in a fixed position on the Quay area, it is anchored and tied, 
STEP 1
• Pre - recycling phase
STEP 2
• Dismantle removable equipment
STEP 3
• Cut cabins, superstructures, hull bocks
STEP 4
• Cut and remove machinery parts
STEP 5
• Remove bottom bocks
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then oil spill booms are deployed around the ship to collect the oil and waste that, 
which may spread on the water surface during recycling process.  
3) Cleaning the ship. 
Prior to commencement of the cutting phase, the ship should be cleared of as many 
HMs as possible (asbestos, PCB, ODS etc.). All the manholes of fuel tanks, lubricants, 
dirty oil, bilge tanks, sewage tanks, and ballast tanks must be to check for the 
remaining oil, sediment. This must be followed by venting all the tanks, especially 
deep tanks, ballast water tanks, and cleaning remaining oil and wastes in the tanks.  
Step 2:  Dismantling removable equipment 
1) All pressure tanks need to be removed first, such as air reservoirs, boilers, CO2 
bottles. The items contain flammable and explosive materials, which need to be double 
checked and removed by trained workers. The remaining oil, water, and gas inside 
pipes and machineries must be drained out.  
2) Electrical parts, radios and navigation equipment, batteries, refrigerators, 
conditioners, doors, isolations, and toilet stuffs must be removed. Making sure that 
they are not physically damaged.   
Step 3: Cutting cabins and superstructures, hull blocks 
The principle of recycling the ship is always to start from the top down, cutting from 
small parts to big parts, cutting from the outside to the inside of the ship. The cuttings 
should follow the welding seams and on both sides of the ship. When dismantling parts 
of the ship on water, the most important requirement is to keep the ship balanced in all 
directions. The recycling process of the ship is as follows:  
1) Cutting and removing light mast, antennas, radar columns on the top of wheelhouse. 
However, the lightning rod can be temporarily maintained to prevent lightning when 
working in bad weather. The cranes of the ship are. In all cases where cranes are placed 
on racks, the clamps must be securely fastened to the racks to dismantle the cables and 
pulleys. Equipment on the deck of the ship such as hatch covers, winches, windlasses, 
hatch coamings, hand rails of ship sides, and outfitting is removed. 
2) Cutting superstructures and cabins: oxygen-gas torches will be used to cut the 
blocks of the ship. Cutting take place on both sides of the ship to avoid capsize or 
sinking. Large blocks will be put in directly onto the yard and cut into small pieces. 
The blocks which have not been put in the yard will be tied or fixed firmly.  
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Step 4:  Cutting, removing machinery equipment 
Before cutting in the engine room, all overboard and discharge valves of the ship will 
be closed and locked to avoid water leaking into the engine room that could cause ship 
to sink during the recycling process. The general principle of recycling the ship is done 
in the following order: 
- Removing the equipment that can easily cause fire, such as fuel tanks, fuel pipes, 
lubricating oil, dirty oil, and drying parts is priority. 
-  Removing equipment that contains flammable substances and toxic gases such as 
synthetic wood, rubber, plastic and composite. 
- Removing electric motors, main switch board, panels, and electrical cables. 
- Removing first small sized machinery and equipment such as pumps, fans, filters, 
and compressors. 
- Removing auxiliary generators, boilers, steering gears and, oil separators. 
- Disconnecting and removing intermediate shaft and, gear boxes if any. 
- Removing the main engine as a whole, lifting and putting it in the yard. 
In the process of recycling the engine room, it is necessary to check the bilge water 
and regularly pump water out the engine room to shore reception facilities. When the 
workers finish the daily work, a disignated person patrol the ship to prevent water from 
leaking into the engine room. Because, the ship is still under water due to the waves 
and wind, the ship can easily lose its stability and can stall when other vehicles are 
moved back and forth. The dismantled parts will be transported to the shore 
immediately, avoiding overlapping, and leaving the items scattered in the engine room. 
Step 5:  Cutting the bottom blocks 
The bottom parts of the ship will be towed by tug boats into the dry dock for recycling. 
The steps of this phase are as the followings: 
- Step 1: Open the gate to get water into the dry dock. 
- Step 2: Use tug boats to tow the bottoms of the ship in front of the gate; then use the 
winches to pull this part into the dock, then close the gate. 
- Step 3:  Pump water slowly out of the dock until the bottoms of the vessel lay on the 
supports; check the overall condition of the bottom for stability and oil leaks if any.  
- Step 4: cutting the bottoms of the ship. 
Cutting the bottom of the ship will be carried out in the following order: 
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+ Cutting bottom parts of cargo holds. 
+ Cutting the ship hulls on both sides. 
+ Cutting the bulkhead between double bottoms tanks, sub-division bulkheads and 
ballast tanks. 
+ Cutting the sub-structures of the ship such as brackets, stringers, and frames 
+ Cutting of the bottom plates of the ship. 
The recycling jobs are done after lifting and transferring all steel plates to the 
secondary area for pure cutting and classifying the steel. The dry-dock will be cleaned 
to be ready for the next tasks. 
5.4. Hazardous waste management of ship recycling process 
5.4.1. Hazardous material identification 
The locations, quantities, and the type of hazardous materials are clearly showed in the 
Approved Inventory of Hazardous Materials (Reg.5, HongKong Convention, 2009) of 
the ship that must be visually inspected by the recycling yard before the ship recycling 
process to confirm that the status of hazardous materials has been updated in the 
inventory. From there, the recycling facility can apply proper procedures and recycling 
methods in SRFP in order to manage the ship recycling process in an environmentally 
sound manner. 
5.4.2. Pre-cutting phase 
Before starting the cutting process, all of the hazardous materials of the ship shall be 
removed out of the ship, such as asbestos, PCB, ODS, equipment and machinery 
containing hazardous material, wastes, sewage, and garbage. In addition, hazardous 
material that are often integral to the ship’s compartments such as offices, bed rooms, 
kitchens and living rooms, which contains isolating materials will be removed. 
Therefore, transporting and storing these hazardous materials requires shipyard to 
provide equipment and facilities prior to the ship recycling process.  
5.4.3. Cutting phase 
The procedures for environmentally sound removal and handling of hazardous 
materials during the cutting phase shall be in place. In this phase, the hazardous 
materials including asbestos, PCB, paints, and coatings that contain heavy metals will 
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still be given special consideration. Because, it is not always possible to clean them 
during the pre-cutting process.  
5.4.4. Hazardous waste handling on-site in the yard 
- Containers and fuel holding tanks will be separately provided to a specific substance 
and placed within the cutting area, where it can be protected from weather to prevent 
corrosion. The floor under the tanks will be covered by impermeable materials to 
prevent soil pollution. The tanks will be also installed at a high level and leakage 
alarms to prevent tank overflow. 
-  Asbestos will be stored in a designated area with shelters and labelled as a dangerous 
substance until its disposal in a landfill. 
- PCB will be kept in provisional storage before treatment. The store will be an 
enclosed room with watertight roof and walls and covered by impermeable floors. The 
containers that keep PCB will be sealed and clearly labelled. It is also separated from 
other hazardous materials.  
- Paint and paint flakes contain not only heavy metals but also flammable substances; 
therefore, they will be stored in an isolated room with air ventilation, and firefighting 
equipment provided. 
- ODS will be kept in airtight containers that are clearly marked. The store that ODS 
is place in should be sheltered to prevent corrosion of the containers. 
All containers of hazardous wastes will be temporarily stored in a warehouse inside 
the Shipyard. The warehouse is divided into 14 separate compartments with 12cm 
thick brick walls, plastered with sand on two sides, and 2.2m high. The corridor for 
transporting is 2.4m. Around the wall of the warehouse has a drainage system 
collecting to a draining hole which is located at the outer corner of the warehouse. 
Inside the compartments and the store door of the warehouses are labelled hazardous 
wastes signs. 
5.4.5. Hazardous wastes treatment out-site the yard 
 Pha Rung shipyard has signed contracts with five private companies which were 
licensed by the General Department of Environment to practice hazardous waste 
transportation and treatment in Hai Phong city. The companies are Tan Thuan Phong 
Company Limited; Hai Dang Trading Joint Stock Company; Dai Thang Trade and 
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Production Development Company Limited; Toan Thang Trade and Services Co., Ltd; 
Hoa Anh Joint Stock Company. Table 6 is a list of Hazardous wastes and materials 





Name and HWs 
code 


























(19 06 05) 





3 Paint and paint 
flakes, steel 
rusts (150209) 





4 Oiled rags and 
oiled sawdust 
(180201) 





5 Bilge water 
(150211) 










Qualified Qualified  
- 
Qualified 
8 PCB (18 01 02) Qualified  Qualified  - Qualified 
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9 Used oil filters 
(15 02 02) 





- Qualified - Qualified 
11 Dirty oil 
(150204) 
Qualified   - - 
12 ODS (150206) Qualified  - - Qualified 
13 Ballast water 
sediments 
(150213) 
Qualified  Qualified  - - 




Qualified Qualified Qualified - 
 
Table 6: List of hazardous wastes and the contracted companies.  
Source: Pha Rung Shipyard 
5.5. Cost benefit analysis 
5.5.1. Cost and benefit of new building ship 
The oil and chemical tanker 6500 DWT is chosen as a case study for cost benefit 
analysis. The tanker was built by Pha Rung shipyard. It was keel-laid in August 2016; 
and delivered in April 2018. The total time of building to the completion of the ship 
was 20 months. The data used for this part were collected from official financial 
reports, which were provided by Pha Rung Shipbuilding Company. Table 7 presents 
revenue, cost, and benefit of shipbuilding case. 
Table 7: Cost and benefit of building the ship 
Total revenue of selling the 
tanker (usd) 




4,100,000 3,900,000 200,000 
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5.5.2. Cost and benefit of ship recycling case 
1. Light displacement weight (LDT): tons 
The particular of the tanker as follows: 
DWT: 6500 tons 
 Lmax x Bmax x Dmax = 102 x 18.2 x 6.40 (m) 
Cb = 0,83. 
Apply above values to the formula, we have: 
LDT = V x ρ – DWT (dead weight tonnage) 
LDT = 102 x 18.2 x 6.40 x 0.83 x 1.025 - 6500 = 3486 tons 
2. The selling price of recyclable materials: Pi  
In order to determine Pi for this calculation, the author decided to take Pi based on the 
price of imported scrap steel, which used for the country’s steel production industry. 
The Pi must be at least equal to or lower than the price of scrap steel imported to 
Vietnam. If Pi is higher than the price of imported scrap steel, ship recycling business 
cannot generate profits. Currently, according to the latest report from 7/6/2019 of 
Vietnam Steel Association, the price of imported scrap steels at Vietnam’s ports is 312 
USD / ton. Therefore, in this calculation, it is assumed that Pi = imported scrap steel 
= 312USD/LDT.  
Revenue per ship = Pi x LDT = 312 x 3486 = 1.087.362USD 
3.  Recycling ship purchase price: S 
In the process of establishing a ship recycling business model, it is necessary to 
identify ship purchase price in order to determine the costs of recycling ship. 
Determining the precise purchase price of ships is relatively difficult, because it 
fluctuates and depends on world steel prices, and type and size of the ships (Mikelis, 
2018). Therefore, in this case study, the author has set two criteria to determine the 
purchase price for this calculation: 
1. Price must be lower or equal to the price of scrap steel (Pi) selling to the market. 
2. Price must be competitive in international marker share.  
In calculation, the price S referred to the current purchase price of ships in some ship 
recycling States. The data are collected from Clarkson database. Table 8 shows the 
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ship price of ship for recycling of the world top five shipbreakers, India, Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Turkey, and China from 2016 to 2019. 
Table 8: purchase price of ship recycling by countries from 2016 - 2019 






1 India 425 425 445 
2 Bangladesh 440 460 440 
3 Pakistan 450 469 446 
4 Turkey 228 293 230 
5 China 212 210 220 
Source: Clarkson, 2016-2019 
The ship purchase prices of three South Asia countries India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan 
are above 400 USD / LDT. It can be clearly seen that Vietnam cannot compete with 
the price of purchasing ships with these countries. Because the price of selling steel 
scrap as analyzed is Pi = 312USD / LDT, so if the purchase price S of a ship is higher 
than the price Pi, ship recycling will not be profitable. Two countries that have lower 
prices are China and Turkey.  The purchase price of ships in China is in the range of 
200 USD / LDT. This is a relatively low purchase price compared to modern ship 
dismantling technology used in China. It is because the Chinese government has a 
policy of subsidizing Chinese ship-owners when dismantling ships. The ships recycled 
currently in China are mostly Chinese flag ships belonging to domestic shipping 
companies which can enjoy the subsidy policy The policy offers an initial subsidy of 
CNY 750 (USD $120) per GT to ship-owners who recycle their ships before their 
operational expiry date (Du et al., 2017). Moreover, with a ban on the import of foreign 
ships for demolition, China has stepped out the international market of ship recycling.  
Therefore, Vietnam cannot take China as a competitor in both price and ship recycling 
technologies.  Turkey becomes the most likely a competitor for the Vietnamese ship 
recycling industry. This assumes that Pha Rung shipyard has met all requirements of 
Hong Kong Convention and the EU’s Ship Recycling Regulation, and the shipyard is 
on the list of the EU’s approved ship cycling facilities. The shipyard’s infrastructures 
are assumed to be at the same standard level of the ship recycling facilities in Turkey. 
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Thus, in order to be competitive, the purchase price of the ship in this case will be at 
least equal to or lower than the purchase price of ships in Turkey. At present, the 
purchase price is in the range of 220 to 300 USD / LDT in Turkey. Hence, in this 
calculation, it is assumed that S = 220 to 300 USD / LDT. 
4.  Operational cost per LDT: Oc 
In this case study, the author has taken the operational cost of ship recycling facilities 
in Turkey as a basis for calculating the operating cost per LDT of Pha Rung shipyard. 
According to research of DNV-GL for the Turkish government in 2016, the 
operational cost per LDT is 50,81 € conducted in a medium size ship recycling facility, 
in which additional cost for recycling in accordance with the Ship recycling regulation 
accounts about 34%, or about €17 per LDT (Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11: Expenses of sustainable ship recycling process Turkey  
Operation cost comprises 17 items, which are presented in the table 9 below: 
Table 9: operational costs breakdown of ship recycling case study in Turkey 
 Cost titles Costs Notes 
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(€/ldt)
1 HazMat replacement 
onboard 
0.21 Team of specialists of 10 persons will 
remove and clean HMs before starting 
the recycling process, 2 weeks per ship 
(operational cost only, no further 
investments required) 
2 IHM, Part I, II, III * 0.48 Preparation of IHM Part I, II, II by 
HazMat Expert and respective 
Certification for two ships. This cost 
package could become lower in case of 
ALL ships do have a “ready for 
recycling” – certification. (operational 
cost only, no further investments 
required) 
3 Consulting, Monitoring 0.63 Case by case consultancy plus 
continuous monitoring programme for 
soil, air and water protection. 2 reports 
per year. (operational cost only, no 
further investments required) 
4 Waste Storage 0.69 200 sqm storage building, roofed and 
special sealed floor plus drainage. 
Intended for storage of asbestos/6tons, 
bilge water/50t, sludge/12t, waste 
oil/214t & further dangerous solid 
waste/55 m3 (Investment of capital, 
depreciation of 20 years) 
5 Waste Transport 0.72 All wastes are transported to waste 
management facility, distance 1 hour 
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drive (operational cost only, no further 
investments required) 
6 Training 1.04 4 one day trainings related to safety and 
work processes on site. (operational cost 
only, no further investments required) 
7 PPE 
 
1.17 All workers use PPE according to DNV 
GL standard (considered as operational 
cost as this is expendable material 
related to endurance) 
8 Build structure for 
Cutting Zones  
 
2.60 10.000 sqm concrete floor incl. Drainage 
and collection and disposal of 5000 cbm 
waste water, office building. 
(Investment of capital, depreciation of 
20/25 years) 
9 Waste disposal    
 
2.80 Amounts of wastes are calculated based 
on average volumes for 10 years old 
vessels, based on DNV GL experience 
& internal data. (operational cost only, 
no further investment required) 
10 Intertidal zone measures  
 
6.78 Additional beams, oil collection facility 
(oil & sludge collection boat) and 
Pontoon/floating dock with cranes for 
bottom part dismantling is calculated. 
(Investment of capital, depreciation of 
25 years, for the beams 5 years) 
11 Sub - others (tools etc.)  
 
1.31 Licence fee, Fencing, membership 
association 
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12 Office personal  
 
2.50 10 admin staff for proper management 
of the site 
13 Plot Rent  
 
3.29 The plot rental is based on local 
actual costs 
14 General overhead costs  4.59 10% admin overhead is calculated 
15 Fuel / Energy  
 
4.83 Fuel for the machinery based on a fuel 
price of 1.50 Euro/Litre 
16 Sub – personnel  
 
8.52 Subs are used to do the cutting, the 
service includes wages, gas for cutting, 
torches. 
17 Equipment & Machines   
 
8.65 2 excavators, windlass and wheel loaders 
are supplied for the daily work 
 Subtotal (green) 17.12 
 
17.12  
 Total (all cost items) 
50.81 
50.81  
Source: DNV-GL, 2016 
In the list of costs, it can be seen that there are 4 costs that can be removed from the 
list when applied to the case of Pha Rung Shipyard of Vietnam. Because, the shipyard 
has already these infrastructures. These costs are the cost of waste store (4), build 
structure for cutting zones (8), plot rent (13), and equipment and machines (17). 
Therefore, operational cost of the case study will be: 




5. Government taxes Gt 
Currently, Decree 122/2016/NĐ-CP of the Vietnamese Government, which entered 
into force on 1/9/2016 stipulates that imported ships for recycling are favored with a a 
tariff at 0%. In addition, there are no provisions under National Environment 
Protection Law that ship recycling must pay environmental taxes. Therefore, in this 
calculation, it is assumed that Gt = 0.  
 Put all these above elements to the formula: 
   Eb = (Revenue – cost) =    ∑ 	    
   LDT = 3486 ton 
   Pi = 312 USD/LDT 
   S = From 220 to 300 USD/LDT 
   Oc = 35,58 €/LDT (35,58 x 1.1144USD) = 39.65 USD/LDT (source of exchange 
www.bloomberg.com)   
  Gt = 0 
Net profit is calculated with the assumption of purchase price of the ship is 
increased by 20 dollars: 
Table 10: Profits of ship recycling at different purchase prices of the ship. 
Purchase price of 
the ship 









220 905.139 (+) 182.493 
240 974.859 (+) 112.772 
260 1.044.579 (+) 43.052 
272,35 1.087.632 0 
280 1.114.299 (-) 26.667 
In this calculation, the breakeven point of ship recycling case when the ship purchase 
price is at S = 272,35 USD/LDT. The profit can be generated if the price purchase of 
ship is lower the breakeven point. 
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5.5.3. Comparison of newbuilding and recycling cost - benefit 
1. In order to compare the benefit of these two cases: shipbuilding and recycling, 
author used the timeframe of 20 months, which was the time period of completion of 
building the tanker.  
2. Determine the time of completion of recycling the tanker. 
The period of time to complete the recycling of a ship is heavily dependent on the 
capacity of the ship recycling facilities. Shipyard’s owner is always willing to increase 
the maximum benefit. The more ships are recycled in short time, the more profits. One 
the other hand, according to the Article 4 “Regulations for importing and dismantling 
ships” of Vietnamese Government’s Decree No. 114/2014 / ND-CP, defining eligible 
subjects and conditions for the import and demolition foreign ships: “The ship is 
imported for demolition must be put into ship breaking facilities within 30 days from 
the date of completion of customs procedures, but not exceed 90 days from the first 
port of arrival; The time period of complete dismantling a ship must not exceed 180 
days (6months)”. Hence, the maximum time of recycling a ship cannot exceed 
6months. The Table 11 is the assumption of the time and number of ships being 
demolished based on recycling capacity of the shipyard that is used. In the case of 
using 100% shipyard capacity, the shipyard can recycle 20 ships in 20 months if the 
recycling time is 1 month/ship, only 3 ships can be recycled in 20 months if the 
recycling time is 6 months/ship with 15 % shipyard capacity. 
Table 11: Scenarios of  the number of ships recycled in accordance with shipyard’s 
recycling capacity 
Time to recycle one tanker Number of tankers 
will be recycled in 20 
months 
Ship yard capacity: 
workforce, 
equipment 
1 month 20 ships 100 % 
2 months 10 ships 50 % 
3 months 6 ships 30 % 
4 months 5 ships 25 % 
5 months 4 ships 20 % 
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6 months 3 ships 15 % 
 
According to the data provided by Pha Rung Shipyard, the benefit generated from 
building the tanker was 200.000 USD within the period of time of 20months. By the 
calculation (see Appendix), the benefit generated from ship recycling is much higher 
than from building a new ship in the same period of time. 
 
 
Figure 12: Benefit of ship recycling case at the purchase price of ship is at 
260usd/LDT 
In the scenario where the purchase price of the ship is S = 260 USD/LDT, if the 
shipyard can only recycle less than 5 ships in 20 months, the benefit of the ship 
recycling case is lower than the benefit generated by the shipbuilding case (Figure 11). 
5.6. Net Present Value (NPV) calculation  
In this section, NPV is calculated for two models: Model A is the ship recycling case 
and Model B is the shipbuilding case. The life time of these two cases is selected at t 
= 10 years. The researcher used interest rate of the Vietnamese Government Bank of 
6% for this calculation. The results of the NPV calculation show the value of the 
shipyard’s investment in the future. That will be the indicator for the shipyards to put 
their money into ship recycling or shipbuilding. 
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5.6.1. Shipbuilding model 
 The data of the revenue gained from selling the tanker, total cost of building, and 
generated benefit within 20 months, which is provided by Pha Rung Shipyard are 
presented in the table. The benefit equal to total revenue minus total cost. 
Total revenue of selling 
the tanker (USD) 
Total cost of building 
the tanker (USD) 
Benefit (USD) 
4,100,000 3,900,000 200,000 
 
From here, we calculate these values for a year (or 12 months); the total revenue, the 
total costs, and benefit will be: 
Revenue/year Capital cost  Benefit/year 
2,460,000 2,340,000 120,000 
 
It is assumed that if the benefit of the ship is unchanged for the next ten years, cash 
flow of the shipbuilding case in the time t = 10 years is as follows: 
 
Figure 13: Cash flow of ship building case 
 
5.6.2. Ship recycling model 
In this case, the author choses a scenario where the purchase price of the ship S = 200 
USD, the shipyard can recycle 5ships in 20 months. The total cost of recycling the ship 
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is equal to the capital cost of buying the ship plus recycling costs that shipyard had to 
pay to complete the building of the ship. The benefit is equal to the total revenue minus 
the total cost. The reason why this scenario is selected is that the total recycling cost 
per year is almost equal to the cost of the shipbuilding case. 
Table 12: revenue, cost, and benefit of ship recycling at S = 200, and five ships 
recycled in 20 months 
Total revenue of selling 
scrapped steels (USD) 
Total cost of recycling 
the ship (USD) 
Benefit (USD) 
5,438,160 4,525,695 912.465 
 
Revenue, capital cost, and benefit per year (or 12 months) are showed as follows: 
Revenue/year Capital cost Benefit (USD) 
3,262,896 2,715,417 582,319 
 
It is assumed that if the benefit of the ship is unchanged for the next ten years; cash 
flow of ship recycling case in the time t = 10 years is as followings: 
 




























5.6.3. Comparison of NPVs 
Table 13: The comparison of NPVs of ship recycling and shipbuilding models. 




Initial Capital Cost 
(USD) 
2,715,417 2,340,000 





Internal rate of 
return (IRR, in %) 
16.973431% 10.06425% 
Payback period 
(PP, in years) 
4.66 20.5 
 
It is clear that Net Present Value (NPV) of Model A is positive, while NPV of Model 
B is negative. The Internal Rate of Return of Model B is lower than Model A. 
However, the payback period of Model A at 4.66 years is much shorter than Model B 
at 20.5 years. Therefore, the business model of ship recycling is more feasible than 





6. CHAPTER VI CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1. Conclusion  
The dissertation studied the possibilities of developing a ship recycling industry in 
Vietnam based on shipbuilding facilities. From SWOT analysis, the author identified 
that Vietnam has significant advantages when developing a combination model of ship 
building and recycling activities. Owning a large number of shipyards, which have 
been provided with fundamental infrastructures such as dry docks, slipways, and 
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lifting become the biggest advantage of Vietnam. A large cheap labour workforce with 
the technical skills of shipbuilding, which can fulfil ship recycling activities is the 
second benefit.  In addition, The Vietnamese Government has already considered 
choosing ship recycling as an alternative to overcome the economic crisis of 
shipbuilding industry by adopting the specific policy to develop the ship recycling 
industry from 2020 to 2030. Furthermore, the development opportunities also come 
from high volume of Vietnamese ships, which will become the potential input of ship 
recycling industry in the future.  Furthermore, the concerns over a ban on beaching by 
the EU Regulation, the propaganda of the NGO Platform, and the decline of the 
Chinese ship recycling market have led a number of quality shipping companies to 
work closely with selected recycling yards who have agreed to upgrade their 
infrastructure comply with the Regulation. Sub-standard recycling yards will no longer 
to be accepted by the international maritime communities. This will become an 
opportunity for Vietnam if the country is successful of using infrastructure for its ship 
recycling industry.  
The weaknesses and threats of this industry were also pointed out. The national 
legislation stipulates that the ship recycling industry is incomplete and There are no 
national standards on ship recycling facilities. In addition, ship recycling activities 
have many potential risks of environmental pollution and unsafe works. The image of 
the country will be affected when it becomes a ship breaking state. Besides, the weak 
financial situation and lack of experiences of shipyards is also a difficulty when it 
comes to investment in additional infrastructures, purchasing ships, and maintaining 
operations.  
The cost benefit of a ship recycling and shipbuilding combined business model has 
been analysed, which is based on a chosen case study of a tanker 6500 DWT. As the 
result of the calculation, the profit generated from ship recycling is much higher than 
it is from a new built ship in the same period of time. The purchase price of ships for 
recycling determines the profit of the ship recycling business model because, a small 
change in the purchase price will has a great impact on its profit. The lower the ship 
purchase price is, the greater the profit. However, the purchase price is not dependent 
on shipbreakers. It depends on the steel production industry and economic situation of 
the international shipping industry. Therefore, in order to maintain profit, shipbreakers 
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should focus on reducing operating costs by optimizing the operation of the equipment, 
and promoting using green and energy saving recycling process. 
The novelty of this dissertation’s contribution is that it is the first study on developing 
the model of combining shipbuilding and ship recycling activities in Vietnam; The 
results of the study can be a reference source for future research. Especially, the results 
of the calculation of costs and profits as well as NPV and IRR of ship recycling 
business model will help managers of shipyards to make the right decision concerning 
their investments. Additionally, the ship recycling method of combination of 
Alongside and Dry-dock methods, which has been developed in this dissertation is the 
most suitable method for the shipbuilding yards to refer to when combining with the 
ship recycling activities. 
6.2. Recommendations 
The Vietnamese Government should review and supplement the contemporary legal 
documents promulgating ship recycling industry. The Government should develop 
national standards of ship recycling facility base on Hong Kong Convention aiming to 
facilitate when the Convention come into force. 
In addition, the financial resources for upgrading infrastructures, restoring the 
operation of equipment, purchasing ships come along with operating costs of ship 
recycling activities are extremely huge. Therefore, the government needs do have the 
solutions to build the financial support for ship recycling industry. For instance, 
investment Fund should be created for supporting environmentally friendly ship 
recycling shipyards. 
Moreover, since ship recycling industry is not only national concern, but also an 
international issue. The operation of this industry requires the participation of the 
national stakeholders and international maritime community. The Government should 
have comprehensive research and assessments of this industry in order to enhance the 
country’s initiative when apply international regulations. 
6.3. Future research 
This research primary focused on the data received from government’s plans, reports, 
documents. In order to explore the local situations, the future research should be 
carried out based on the local industry opinions. This can be obtained by interviewing, 
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or doing surveys among local stakeholders such as shipyards, shipbuilders, ship-
owners. 
 Cost benefit analysis of ship recycling case used the recycling cost of Turkey’ 
research due to lack of pilot projects in Vietnam, it might be different when apply to 
the real case in the future. However, the future research can use the methodology of 
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APPENDIX A: COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS SCENARIOS 
The table 1a shows the cost and benefit of recycling the tanker at the purchase price S 
= 200 USD/LDT 
Ship recycling cost and benefit at S = 220USD/LDT 
Number of ships Revenue (USD) 
Pi=1.087.632 
USD/ship 
Recycling cost (USD) with 
Oc = 905.139 USD 
Benefit (USD) 
 
20 ships 21.752.640 18.102.780 3.649.860 
10 ships 10.876.320 9.051.390 1.820.493 
6 ships 6.525.792 5.430.834 1.094.958 
5 ships 5.438.160 4.525.695 912.465 
4 ships 4.350.528 3.620.556 729.972 
3 ships 3.262.896 2.715.417 547.479 
 
The table 1a shows the cost and benefit of recycling the tanker at the purchase price S 
= 200 USD/LDT. The blue line is the case chosen for calculating NPV of ship 
recycling scenario. 
Ship recycling cost and benefit at S = 220USD/LDT 
Number of ships Revenue (USD) 
Pi=1.087.632 
USD/ship 
Recycling cost (USD) with 
Oc = 905.139 USD 
Benefit (USD) 
 
20 ships 21.752.640 18.102.780 3.649.860 
10 ships 10.876.320 9.051.390 1.820.493 
6 ships 6.525.792 5.430.834 1.094.958 
5 ships 5.438.160 4.525.695 912.465 
4 ships 4.350.528 3.620.556 729.972 
3 ships 3.262.896 2.715.417 547.479 
The table 1b shows the cost and benefit of recycling the tanker at the purchase price S 
= 240 USD/LDT 
Ship recycling cost and benefit at S = 220USD/LDT 
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Number of ships Revenue (USD) 
Pi=1.087.632 
USD/ship 
Recycling cost (USD) with 
Oc = 974.859 USD 
Benefit (USD) 
 
20 ships 21.752.640 19.497.180 2.255.440 
10 ships 10.876.320 9.748.590 1.112.220 
6 ships 6.525.792 5.849.154 676.332 
5 ships 5.438.160 4.874.295 563.610 
4 ships 4.350.528 3.899.436 450.888 
3 ships 3.262.896 2.924.577 338.169 
 
The table 4 shows the cost and benefit of recycling the tanker at the purchase price S 
= 260 USD/LDT 
Ship recycling cost and benefit at S = 260USD/LDT 
Number of ships Revenue (USD) 
Pi=1.087.632 
USD/ship 




20 ships 21.752.640 20.891.580 861.040 
10 ships 10.876.320 10.445.790 430.052 
6 ships 6.525.792 6.267.474 258.312 
5 ships 5.438.160 5.222.895 215.260 
4 ships 4.350.528 4.178.316 172.208 
3 ships 3.262.896 3.133.737 129.156 
 
APPENDIX B: NET PRESENT VALUE CALCULATION 
NPV, IRR of shipbuilding case 
 
NPV shipbuilding case 
 
 
Year Cash flow Present value Interest rate 
0 ($2,340,000) -2340000 6% 
1 120000 113207.5472   
2 120000 106799.5728   
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3 120000 100754.314   
4 120000 95051.23959   
5 120000 89670.98074   
6 120000 84595.26485   
7 120000 79806.85363   
8 120000 75289.48456   
9 120000 71027.81562   
10 120000 67007.37323   
NPV   -1456789.554  
IRR  10.06425%   
NPV, IRR ship recycling case 
 
 
NPV an IRR ship recycling case 
 
Year Cash flow Present value Interest rate 
0 ($2,715,417) -2715417 6% 
1 582319 549357.5472   
2 582319 518261.837   
3 582319 488926.2613   
4 582319 461251.1899   
5 582319 435142.632   
6 582319 410511.9169   
7 582319 387275.3933   
8 582319 365354.1447   
9 582319 344673.7214   
10 582319 325163.8881   
NPV   1570501.532   
IRR   16.973431%   
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